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REPORT: Demo Debate and Debate Education „Public Debate in Local Community“ –  
SREDNJOŠKOLSKI CENTAR „PETAR KOĈIĆ“ SRBAC 

Name of event: Demo Debate and Debate Education „Public Debate in Local Community“ 
Date(s) of event: November 1st 2013 
Location of event: Srbac, Bosnia and Herzegovina 
Activities (training, seminar, tournament, etc): Training 
Number of participants: 63 
Background of participants (type of school, age, ethnic background (if relevant) etc): 

- Students and teachers of Srednjoškolski centar „Petar Koĉić“ Srbac 
- Deputy mayor of Srbac Municipality  
- Mayor's representative for social activities  

Motions/topics/focus: European Union – for and against  
Describe what happened/what the participants did in a bit more detail:  
Debaters from Srednjoškolski centar „Petar Koĉić“ Srbac debated on topic of „European Union – for and 
against“. During the debate, they combined the elements of Karl Popper and British Parliamentary debate 
styles, in order for participants in the debate to discuss these two styles. Teacher Ţarko Brkanlić, coach of 
the debate club which organized demo debate, presented the elements of Karl Popper style: the number and 
order of debaters' speeches and the way of creating arguments. It was explained that in Karl Popper debate 
style there are three debaters in each of the teams (affirmative and negative), the first one to speak is the 
affirmative team's first speaker and the last to speak is the third member of the negation team. The third 
members of both teams summarize the debate and point out the elements of the debate which prove that 
their team was a better one and that they should win. They should not introduce new elements to the debate. 
Debaters created arguments based on research which was done prior to the debate. Each spoken argument 
had three basic elements: claim, grounds, and warrant. As warrant they used relevant internet pages and 
books about the European Union. This type of arguments is possible to create for Karl Popper debate style 
because the topic is known a few weeks before the debate. With British Parliamentary debate style the 
warrant for the argument can be certain well known fact or event without stating the source. CX used in the 
debate had the form of British Parliamentary format CX. All debaters of the opponent team had the chance to 
ask the questions of the debater who presented the case and he/she chooses whose question to accept. 
Mr. Brkanlić explained that Karl Popper debate style is intended for the debaters who are just starting to 
debate in order to learn to properly form the arguments and point out the logical mistakes in the opponent's 
case. British Parliamentary debate style is most popular in university students because it enables them 
greater freedom and creativity in speaking, and it asks for good general knowledge in order for them to be 
able to debate on topic which is known only 20 minutes before the debate begins.  
 
Remarkable things (quotes, publicity of the event, impact on participants or public, reception, etc):  
The students who were present at the event said that the presentation of the debate was very interesting and 
that it enabled them to understand two different debate styles. Sara Lakić, one of the students, said: „I know 
the foundations of both presented debate styles, but it was quite interesting for me to see the debaters 
combine different elements of both styles and present their arguments. I especially liked the way in which 
debaters accepted or refused to accept certain argument with the wave of the hand. I have to admit that 
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British Parliamentary debate style is more interesting and I intend to become a part of a debate club in our 
school. I believe that debate will help me in school, because debaters told me before the debate that they 
use this method for easier learning of new lessons. Besides, I plan to join the debate club of Law Faculty in 
Banja Luka, when I go there to study in two years. I feel that being in this debate was an important 
experience and I can hardly wait for the meeting of the debate club in my school so that I can apply.“ 
 
Lessons learned (if any): Participants learned the rules of KP debate style and British Parliamentary debate 
style. They were also introduced with the basic notions about the European Union and the requirements BiH 
has to fulfill in order to become a EU member. 
 
Please add 1-3 pictures of the event to the email.  
Please provide a link to any video material or photo albums of the event.  
 
Photo:https://plus.google.com/photos/113541358515683056572/albums/5946767739785523121?authkey=CKOu77Pj_
cmpogEb 
 
Media: http://www.srbac-rs.com/yu/component/content/article/84-le-latinica/aktuelno/503-debata-evropska-unija 
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